
Auction of International Pigeons

Frank Bergh Started racing pigeons in 2010. His ambition has always been to try to obtain the best genetics he

could afford. When he started racing pigeons he was not properly introduced to the local fanciers and did not

feel that welcome, so he decided to buy pigeons from Overseas.

Frank has invested a lot of money on Overseas pigeons, buying on PIPA & Herbots auction sites to try and

compete against the very best and well experienced local fanciers. Over the last few years, he has imported

many different pigeons, different strains etc hoping to find something special.

Liam O'Brien was employed by Frank in 2014 as the loft manager. Since then they have achieved some Special

results such as Winning the Special Hanover 3 Bird Combine, Theunissen Combine and Overall truck (1000km)

in 2016 and Again the Theunissen Combine in 2019. Probably the most memorable race when they won The

Springfontein Combine 1st 2nd and 3rd from 800km with all 3 birds dropping together.

In 2016 we were South-Western Pigeon Combine (SWPC) Overall Champions.

2016, 2017 & 2019 Southern Suburbs Homing Society (SSHS) Club Champions.

For the last 3 years, I have convinced Frank to buy a few pigeons on local auctions of fanciers who have packed

up and passed on, and with these, we have found a lot of success.

Unfortunately, we have not had space, Facilities and time to give these pigeons a fair chance or chance at all. It

is a sin to see them go to waste sitting one side in a spare aviary while they could be proving their worth and

making an impact in another loft. These pigeons have cost a lot of money, import and Quarantine costs alone

being more than what the average fancier could afford.

So due to the fact that we have limited space and that we only race 20 birds per week, we have decided to cut

down on the stock birds and focus more on the birds that have made an immediate impact in our loft.

Herewith we make available a great opportunity for fanciers to obtain some of the very best, most famous

International Blood around.

All the pigeons come with original pedigrees as received from PIPA or Herbots etc and also some with DNA

certificates.

In this Auction:

A Direct Eijerkamp Pigeon. A superbly Bred pigeon. This pigeons father is "Dion" who won Boxtel and was also

the Fastest of 19 605 pigeons. He is also a Direct Grandson of the World Famous "Euro".

A Direct Eddy & Maarten Leutenez. A Direct son of their World Famous "Cavendish" who was a super racer and

flew 2nd National.

2 Superbly bred Geerinckx Pigeons which descend from the some of the very best Geerinckx pigeons at the

moment.

2 Daughters Off Henk Scheffel Main pair and Number 1 cock "Bendner".

Also, a Superstar Hen Bred by Karlo Van Rompaey. This hen has bred off his number 1 breeding cock "Hattrick"

who is also the winner of 1st National Yearlings Bourges and fastest of 60 059 pigeons. Her mother is from the

very best of Baert Geerinckx with National winners and Ace pigeons on both sides.


